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Abstract  
This study investigated the effect of projection angle on the 
distance attained in a rugby place kick. A male rugby player 
performed 49 maximum-effort kicks using projection angles of 
between 20 and 50°. The kicks were recorded by a video camera 
at 50 Hz and a 2-D biomechanical analysis was conducted to 
obtain measures of the projection velocity and projection angle 
of the ball. The player’s optimum projection angle was calcu-
lated by substituting a mathematical expression for the relation-
ship between projection velocity and projection angle into the 
equations for the aerodynamic flight of a rugby ball. We found 
that the player’s calculated optimum projection angle (30.6°, 
95% confidence limits ±1.9°) was in close agreement with his 
preferred projection angle (mean value 30.8°, 95% confidence 
limits ±2.1°). The player’s calculated optimum projection angle 
was also similar to projection angles previously reported for 
skilled rugby players. The optimum projection angle in a rugby 
place kick is considerably less than 45° because the projection 
velocity that a player can produce decreases substantially as 
projection angle is increased. Aerodynamic forces and the re-
quirement to clear the crossbar have little effect on the optimum 
projection angle. 
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Introduction 
 
The place kick is an important skill in rugby union as it 
can contribute to the team’s score through a penalty kick 
at goal (3 points) and through converting a try (2 points). 
A player who can produce a longer kick distance is able 
to attempt a penalty kick or try conversion from a greater 
fraction of the field of play and hence has a greater oppor-
tunity to score. The kick distance in a rugby place kick is 
determined mainly by the projection velocity and projec-
tion angle of the ball. It is well known that a higher pro-
jection velocity produces a longer kick distance and that 
players with greater muscular strength can produce a 
higher ball projection velocity (Cabri et al., 1988). Video 
analysis has shown that top-level rugby union players use 
a projection angle of around 30° (Holmes et al., 2006). 
However, the biomechanical rationale for this projection 
angle is not clear. 
 The optimum projection angle for achieving the 
greatest distance in a rugby place kick is not expected to 
be 45°. Previous studies of throwing, jumping, and kick-
ing events have shown that projection velocity and projec-
tion angle can be inter-related (Hubbard et al., 2001; 

Leigh et al., 2010; Linthorne, 2001; Linthorne and Ever-
ett, 2006; Linthorne et al., 2005; Linthorne and Patel, 
2011; Red and Zogaib, 1977; Wakai and Linthorne, 
2005). In almost all the events studied previously the 
projection velocity that the athlete can produce decreases 
as the projection angle is increased. Because the range of 
a sports projectile is strongly dependent on its projection 
velocity, this negative relationship between projection 
velocity and projection angle means that the athlete’s 
optimum projection angle is substantially less than 45°. 
An exception is the punt kick by a soccer goalkeeper. In a 
punt kick the projection velocity of the ball is the same at 
all projection angles and so the optimum projection angle 
is about 45° (Linthorne and Patel, 2011). Here, we sug-
gest that the low projection angle that is used in a rugby 
place kick (about 30°) arises because there is a strong 
negative relationship between projection velocity and 
projection angle. 
 The aim of the study reported here was to quantify 
the relationship between projection velocity and projec-
tion angle in a rugby place kick and to see whether this 
relationship could account for the projection angle that is 
used (about 30°). We used a video camera to obtain the 
projection velocity and projection angle of maximum-
effort kicks by a male rugby player when performing 
kicks over a wide range of projection angles. The player’s 
optimum projection angle for attaining the greatest kick 
distance was calculated by substituting a mathematical 
expression for the relationship between projection veloc-
ity and projection angle into the equations for the aerody-
namic flight of a rugby ball. Our hypothesis was that the 
player’s calculated optimum projection angle would be in 
close agreement with his preferred projection angle when 
kicking for maximum distance. The player’s projection 
velocity was expected to decrease substantially with in-
creasing projection angle and so his optimum projection 
angle was expected to be considerably less than 45°. Aer-
odynamic forces and the requirement to clear the crossbar 
were expected to have only a small influence on the play-
er’s optimum projection angle (Linthorne and Everett, 
2006; Linthorne and Patel, 2011). 

 
Methods 
 
In a common place kick technique the ball is placed on 
the ground (supported by a kicking tee, earth, or sand) 
with its long axis pointing upwards. The kicker uses an 
approach of about three steps and strikes the ball with the 
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instep of the foot. Many coaches recommend that the goal 
kicker use the same kicking technique, with near-
maximum effort, regardless of the player’s kicking posi-
tion on the field. For a penalty kick or conversion kick to 
be successful the ball must pass between the goal posts 
and over the crossbar. The maximum achievable kick 
distance is the horizontal distance the centre of mass of 
the ball travels from the instant of leaving the foot to the 
instant of reaching the height of the crossbar (Figure 1). 
The projection variables that determine the kick distance 
are the projection velocity, v, the projection angle, θ, and 
the height of the crossbar, h (3.0 m; IRB, 2013). 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Schematic of a place kick in rugby showing the 
projection variables that determine the kick distance. When 
kicking for goal the ball must pass between the goal posts 
and over the crossbar. 
 
Participant 
One male semi-professional rugby union player (age 21 
years, height 1.76 m, body mass 82 kg) volunteered to 
participate in the study. The study was approved by the 
Human Ethics Committee of Brunel University, the par-
ticipant was informed of the protocol and procedures prior 
to his involvement, and written consent to participate was 
obtained. The participant wore his own athletic training 
clothes and football boots. 
 
Procedures 
The kicks were conducted in still-air conditions in an 
outdoor football facility using an IRB-approved match 
ball (Synergie; Gilbert Rugby, Robertsbridge, East Sus-
sex, UK). All kicks were performed from a flat artificial 
grass surface using a standard kicking tee. The participant 
used three walking steps into the kicking action and per-
formed the kick using the ‘round-the-corner’ style, with 
the ball making contact with his foot between the toe and 
the ankle (similar to an instep kick in soccer). A wide 
range of projection angles was deliberately induced so as 
to minimize the uncertainty in the mathematical expres-
sion that was obtained to describe the relationship be-
tween projection velocity and projection angle. The par-
ticipant performed 18 maximum-effort kicks at his pre-
ferred projection angle for attaining maximum distance, 
and 31 maximum-effort kicks at other projection angles 
that were ‘higher’ and ‘lower’ than his preferred projec-
tion angle. The order of the projection angles was altered 
to preclude any effect resulting from the order, and an 

unlimited rest interval was given between kicks to mini-
mize the effects of fatigue on kicking performance. For 
each kick the horizontal flight distance was measured to 
the nearest 0.1 m using a fiberglass tape measure. 

A JVC GR-DVL 9600 video camera (Victor Com-
pany of Japan, Yokahama, Japan) operating at 50 Hz was 
used to record the movement of the ball during the kicks. 
The video camera was placed at right angles to the kick 
direction and about 22 m away from the plane of the kick. 
The field of view was zoomed to allow the participant and 
ball to be visible throughout the kicking action and for 
about 10 frames after impact. The movement space of the 
video camera was calibrated with three vertical poles that 
were placed along the flight plane of the ball. An Ariel 
Performance Analysis System (Arial Dynamics, Trabuco 
Canyon, CA, USA) was used to manually digitize the 
motion of the center of the ball in the video images. All 
digitizing was performed by the same operator so as to 
maximize the consistency of the measured values. The 
coordinates of the ball were calculated from the digitized 
data using the two-dimensional direct linear transform 
(2D-DLT) algorithm. 
 
Analysis 
The projection velocity and projection angle of the ball 
were calculated using unfiltered ball displacement data 
from the first six images immediately after impact (Knud-
son and Bahamonde, 2001). The horizontal component of 
the projection velocity was calculated as the first deriva-
tive of a linear regression line fitted to the ball displace-
ment data, and the vertical component of the projection 
velocity was calculated as the first derivative of a quad-
ratic regression line (with the second derivative set equal 
to –9.81 m·s-2) fitted to the ball displacement data (Lin-
thorne and Patel, 2011; Nunome et al., 2006). The projec-
tion velocity and projection angle of the ball were calcu-
lated using the Pythagorean equation and the trigonomet-
ric tangent function. 

The projection velocity of the ball was plotted 
against projection angle and a selection of polynomial 
curves, power curves, and exponential curves were fitted 
to the data. The most appropriate curve was decided by 
examining the distribution of the residuals and with calcu-
lations of the corrected Akaike’s Information Criterion 
(Cleveland, 1994; Motulsky and Christopoulos, 2004). 

An aerodynamic model of the trajectory of a rugby 
ball was used to calculate the horizontal flight distance in 
a place kick. We used a rectangular coordinate system 
where the positive x-axis is in the forward horizontal 
direction, the positive y-axis is vertically upwards, and the 
origin is the initial location of the ball. The aerodynamic 
flight trajectory equations of the ball are then (Linthorne 
and Patel, 2011) 

d2x
dt2  =  – 



ρSCD

2m  v 



dx

dt  (1) 

and  
d2y
dt2  =  – 



ρSCD

2m  v 



dy

dt  – g , (2) 

 
where d/dt and d2/dt2 are the first (velocity) and second (accelera-
tion) derivatives with respect to time, v is the velocity of the ball 
relative to the air,ρ is the air density (1.225 kg·m-3 at sea level and 
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15°C), SCD is the ‘drag area’ of the ball, m is the mass of the ball 
(0.435 kg), and g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m·s-2).  
 

 The flight trajectory of the ball was computed 
from the initial conditions (i.e., projection velocity and 
projection angle) using a technical computing software 
package (Mathematica; Wolfram Research, Champaign, 
IL, USA). The flight trajectory calculations also required 
an estimate of the drag area of the ball, SCD. Because of 
the complex nature of the flight of the ball (the ball tum-
bles end over end), we calculated the effective drag area 
of the ball by comparing the measured kick distances with 
the calculated kick distances (Linthorne and Everett, 
2006; Linthorne and Patel, 2011). The drag area in the 
flight trajectory model was adjusted from 0.020 to 0.030 
m2 in increments of 0.001 m2 and the calculated kick 
distance for each of the kicks was recorded. The drag area 
that produced best agreement between the calculated and 
measured kick distances was taken as the effective drag 
area of the ball. 

The optimum projection angle for the participant 
was calculated and compared with his preferred projec-
tion angle. To calculate the optimum projection angle the 
values of the fitted variables were obtained for the curve 
of best fit for v(θ). The resulting equation for v(θ) was 
then used to generate the initial conditions for the flight 
trajectory equations (equations 1 and 2) for a series of 
projection angles between 0° and 90°. For each projection 
angle the flight trajectory was calculated and the horizon-
tal flight distance was recorded. The calculated kick dis-
tance was plotted against projection angle and the opti-
mum projection angle was the point on the curve at which 
the kick distance was greatest. We performed kick dis-
tance calculations for when the ball reached the height of 
the crossbar and for when the ball landed on the ground 
(Figure 1). 

In this study the uncertainties in the measured val-
ues of projection velocity and projection angle arose 
mainly from the uncertainties in the fit to the coordinate 
data for the flight of the ball. The uncertainties (95% 
confidence limits) in the horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of projection velocity were about ±0.39 m·s-1 and 
±0.30 m·s-1 respectively, and so the uncertainties were 
about ±0.35 m·s-1 for projection velocity and ±0.7° for 
projection angle (Kirkup and Frenkel, 2006). The uncer-
tainty in the participant’s optimum projection angle was 
calculated using the bootstrap method (Efron and Tibshi-
rani, 1993; Linthorne and Patel, 2011). 
 
Results 
 
The values of the kick variables for the 18 kicks at the 
participant’s preferred projection angle for achieving 
maximum distance were: distance, 46.8 ± 3.7 m; projec-
tion velocity, 26.2 ± 1.7 m·s-1; and projection angle, 30.8 
± 4.6° (mean ± s). For the aerodynamic model of the 
flight of the ball, best agreement between the measured 
and calculated kick distances was achieved with a drag 
area of SCD = 0.028 m2. 

As expected, the participant’s projection velocity 
decreased with increasing projection angle (Figure 2). The 
most appropriate curve for this data was an inverted cubic 

u-shape centered on θ = 0°; 
v(θ)  =  vo – a θ3 , (3) 

 
where vo is the projection velocity for a horizontal projection angle 
(θ = 0°) and a is a measure of the curvature. 

 
The calculated values and 95% confidence limits 

of the fitted variables for equation 3 were vo = 27.9 (±0.8) 
m·s-1 and a = 8 (±2) × 10–5 m·s-1 per deg3, and the fitted 
curve is shown in Figure 2a. For a kick in which the ball 
lands on the ground the participant’s calculated optimum 
projection angle was 30.6 (±1.9)°, with a kick distance of 
45.2 m (Figure 2b). This calculated optimum projection 
angle value was in close agreement with the participant’s 
preferred projection angle, 30.8 (±2.1)°. For a kick in 
which the ball just clears the crossbar the calculated opti-
mum projection angle was 32.3 (±1.9)°, with a kick dis-
tance 40.8 m. 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2.  Plot (top) shows the decrease in the projection 
velocity of the ball as the player used a higher projection 
angle. The fitted curve is from equation 3. Plot (bottom) 
shows the relationship between the measured horizontal kick 
distance and the projection angle. Also shown is the curve of 
kick distance that was calculated from the relationship be-
tween projection velocity and projection angle in plot (a). 
For this player the calculated optimum projection angle for 
attaining the greatest kick distance (with the ball landing on 
the ground) is 30.6° (95% confidence limits ±1.9°). 
 
Discussion 
 
The optimum projection angle for the player in the pre-
sent study was similar to projection angles reported for 
other skilled rugby players. In a study of place kicks by 
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14 English professional rugby union players, Holmes and 
colleagues (2006) reported a kick distance (with the ball 
landing on the ground) of 53.7 ± 5.7 m, a projection ve-
locity of 26.4 ± 3.0 m·s-1, and a projection angle of 30.2 ± 
4.4° (mean ± s). The present study confirmed that the 
optimum projection angle in a rugby place kick is strong-
ly affected by the player’s relationship between projection 
velocity and projection angle, v(θ). For a kick in which 
the ball lands on the ground the participant’s calculated 
optimum projection angle (30.6°, ±1.9°) was in close 
agreement with his preferred projection angle (30.8°, 
±2.1°). Therefore, the method used here (finding a math-
ematical expression for the relationship between the play-
er’s projection velocity and projection angle, then insert-
ing this expression into the aerodynamic model of the 
flight of the ball) successfully explains the optimum pro-
jection angle that is used in a rugby place kick (at least for 
the player in this study). 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 3.  This plot shows the effects on the kick distance and 
optimum projection angle of: i) the relationship between 
projection velocity and projection angle, v(θ); ii) aerody-
namic forces; and iii) the height of the crossbar. Curve 1 is 
for a ball in free flight, v(θ), and landing on the ground. 
Curve 2 is for a ball in aerodynamic flight, v(θ), and landing 
on the ground. Curve 3 is for a ball in aerodynamic flight, 
v(θ), and clearing the crossbar. The dots mark the maximum 
kick distance and optimum projection angle for each of the 
three curves. In curve 3 the ball does not pass over the 
crossbar when the projection angle is less than 18°. 
 

Figure 3 shows the relative influences of i) the re-
lationship between projection velocity and projection 
angle, ii) aerodynamic forces, and iii) the height of the 
crossbar on the optimum projection angle in a rugby place 
kick. For a non-aerodynamic projectile that is projected at 
constant velocity (and landing on the ground), the projec-
tion angle that produces the greatest horizontal distance is 
45°. However, the projection velocity that the player in 
this study could generate decreased substantially with 
increasing projection angle, and this relationship reduced 
his optimum projection angle by 14.0° (to 31.0°). In addi-
tion, a tumbling rugby ball experiences substantial aero-
dynamic drag during its flight through the air. For the 
player in this study, aerodynamic forces reduced his max-
imum kick distance by 13.2 m (compared to a kick in a 

vacuum) but had little influence on his optimum projec-
tion angle. (His optimum angle was reduced by only 
0.5°.) In a shot at goal the ball must pass over the cross-
bar. However, this requirement had only a relatively small 
effect as it reduced the player’s kick distance by 4.4 m 
and increased his calculated optimum projection angle by 
1.7°. 

Figure 3 shows that the kick distance curve has a 
relatively broad maximum. This suggests that it is not 
necessary for the player to kick at close to his optimum 
projection angle. The curve indicates that when kicking at 
goal the player in this study could produce a kick distance 
that is within 5% of his maximum kick distance if he used 
a projection angle that was within ±6° of his optimum 
projection angle (32°). 

The value for the effective drag area of the ball ob-
tained in the present study (SCD = 0.028 m2) was close to 
that obtained from wind tunnel measurements of a rugby 
ball when the long axis of the ball is perpendicular to the 
air flow (SCD = 0.026 m2) (Djamovski et al., 2012). In the 
present study, the participant’s calculated optimum pro-
jection angle was insensitive to the choice of drag area 
that was used in the aerodynamic flight equations. Drag 
area values of 0.010 m2 and 0.020 m2 gave a calculated 
optimum projection angle of 30.9° and 30.7° respectively 
(with kick distances of 52.7 m and 48.2 m) for a ball that 
lands on the ground. 

In this study we did not measure the backspin rate 
of the ball because the effects of backspin on the kick 
distance and optimum projection angle were expected to 
be small. Wind-tunnel data from Seo and colleagues 
(2007) indicate that as the rate of backspin of a rugby ball 
is increased from 0 to 10 rev/s, there is almost no change 
in the drag coefficient of the ball and the lift coefficient 
increases slightly. Holmes and colleagues (2006) reported 
a backspin rate of 4.0 ± 0.7 rev/s for place kicks by 14 
English professional players. Using a model of a spinning 
rugby ball (Linthorne and Everett, 2006) and the data 
from Seo and colleagues (2007), we calculated that for the 
participant in the present study a backspin of 4 rev/s in-
creases the maximum kick distance by 0.9 m and de-
creases the optimum projection angle by 0.2° (compared 
to a kick with almost no backspin). 

The projection angle used in a place kick (about 
30°) is considerably lower than that used in a punt kick 
(about 45°). This difference is due to differences in the 
relationship between projection velocity and projection 
angle, v(θ). In a punt kick the player releases the ball from 
about chest or waist height and the player’s foot strikes 
the ball when the ball is still well above ground level. The 
player maintains almost the same kicking mechanics at all 
projection angles and so the player’s foot velocity at im-
pact is almost the same at all projection angles (Linthorne 
and Patel, 2011). The projection velocity of a kicked ball 
is determined mainly by the velocity of the player’s foot 
at impact (Daish, 1972), and so in a punt kick the projec-
tion velocity of the ball is almost the same at all projec-
tion angles. This lack of dependence of projection veloc-
ity on projection angle means that the optimum projection 
angle in a punt kick is about 45°. In contrast, the projec-
tion velocity of the ball in a place kick decreases substan-
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tially with increasing projection angle (Figure 2a) and so 
the optimum projection angle is well below 45°. 

The decrease in ball projection velocity observed 
in the present study when kicking at high projection an-
gles was probably due to changes in the player’s kicking 
mechanics that resulted in a lower foot velocity. However, 
we did not investigate the player’s kicking mechanics in 
this study because a 2-D video analysis was not expected 
to produce reliable kinematic data for limb movements 
that are not in the plane of the flight of the ball (Bezodis 
et al., 2007). 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. These plots show the calculated effects of changes 
in player characteristics (vo and a in equation 3) on: (top) the 
player’s optimum projection angle; and (bottom) the 
player’s maximum kick distance. Calculations are for a ball 
that just clears the crossbar. The dots mark the performance 
by the participant in this study (vo = 27.9 m·s-1, a = 8 × 10–5 
m·s-1per deg3, optimum projection angle 32.3°, kick distance 
40.8 m). The calculations indicate that the optimum projec-
tion angle for most skilled male rugby players should be 
around 30°. 
 
Generalization from a single participant 
Initially, the most substantial limitation of the present 
study appears to be that only one participant was ana-
lyzed. However, the results from this study can still be 
generalized and we argue that most skilled male rugby 
players can be expected to have optimum projection angle 
of about 30°. The argument for generalization is based on 
three key findings from previous studies of the optimum 
projection angle in other sports (most of which analyzed 
several participants): 1) The change in projection velocity 
with increasing projection angle was a continuous func-
tion and had no ‘jumps’ or discontinuities. This indicates 

that the participants made only minor systematic changes 
to their technique in order to change the projection angle. 
2) The mathematical form of the relationship between 
projection velocity and projection angle v(θ) was the same 
for all the participants in the study. This indicates that the 
techniques used by the participants were basically the 
same and shared the most important features. 3) Within a 
study there were inter-subject differences in the rate of 
change in projection velocity with increasing projection 
angle. These differences were reflected as differences in 
the fit parameters for v(θ), and resulted in slight differ-
ences in optimum projection angle among the partici-
pants. 

 In the present study on the rugby place kick, the 
relationship between projection velocity and projection 
angle was clearly a continuous function (Figure 2a). Note 
also that the participant had a preferred projection angle 
(30.8°) that was similar to the mean value (30.2°) in the 
study of English professional rugby union players by 
Holmes and colleagues (2006). This suggests that the 
kicking technique used by the participant in the present 
study was essentially the same as that used by the English 
professional players. In the present study the standard 
deviation in projection angle for the kicks at the partici-
pant’s preferred projection angle (4.6°) was similar to the 
standard deviation in projection angle for the 14 English 
professional players (4.4°). This indicates that the ob-
served inter-subject differences in projection angle for the 
English professional players were mostly due to intra-
subject variations in projection angle, rather than due to 
real differences in optimum projection angle among the 
players. Therefore, we conclude that most skilled male 
rugby players can be expected to have a v(θ) relationship 
that is similar to that for the participant in the present 
study, and hence can be expected to have an optimum 
projection angle of about 30°. 
 
Simulations for players of varied physical characteris-
tics 
We used mathematical modeling to further investigate the 
effect of inter-subject differences in the v(θ) relationship 
on the optimum projection angle. When comparing play-
ers using equation 3, we expect that the projection veloc-
ity for a horizontal projection angle (vo) would differ 
substantially among players because of differences in 
muscular strength, but the measure of the curvature (a) 
would be roughly the same for most players if they have 
similar kicking mechanics. Figure 4 shows the calculated 
effects of changes in vo and a on the player’s optimum 
projection angle (for a ball that just clears the crossbar). A 
greater maximum projection velocity (vo) produces a 
greater maximum kick distance, but has little effect on the 
player’s optimum projection angle; whereas a greater 
curvature (a) reduces the player’s optimum projection 
angle, but has little effect on the maximum kick distance. 
However, note that substantial changes in curvature pro-
duce only modest changes in optimum projection angle. 
These calculations indicate that the optimum projection 
angle for most skilled male rugby players should be simi-
lar to that for the participant in the present study (i.e., 
around 30°). 
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Conclusion 
 
This study showed that a player’s optimum projection angle in a 
rugby place kick can be calculated by substituting the mathe-
matical expression for the player’s relationship between projec-
tion velocity and projection angle into the equations for the 
aerodynamic flight of a rugby ball. The projection velocity that a 
player can produce decreases substantially as projection angle is 
increased, and this relationship reduces the player’s optimum 
projection angle to well below 45°. Aerodynamic forces and the 
requirement to clear the crossbar have little effect on the opti-
mum projection angle. For the player in this study the optimum 
projection angle (for a ball that clears the crossbar) was 32°. 
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Key points 
 
• The optimum projection angle in a rugby place kick 

is about 30°. 
• The optimum projection angle is considerably less 

than 45° because the projection velocity that a play-
er can produce decreases substantially as projection 
angle is increased. 

• Aerodynamic forces and the requirement to clear the 
crossbar have little effect on the optimum projection 
angle. 
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